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Modeling of the Series Resistance for Below 100nm MOSFET Regime
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l. Introduction uniform doping concenftation within the projection range. The
As the Si-MOSFET'S are scaled down, there is incrcasing sprcsding resistance in thc extension region can be nodeled by

conc€m about sedes resistance that may limit the ultimatc veftical gaded Gaussian doping profile and sFeading angte ob. Thc
performance [l]. In order to minimize the series lesistance and rnodel considered the lateral encroachment of rili"id" in th" d""o
optimize the souce/drain structure, it is necessary to understand the legion, since it could not b€ iguorcd as silicide thickress (T.6"j
relative contribution of the device and process parameters on the increases in the deep $ubmicro; MOSFTrI with shallower junction.
total series resistance and select the appropdate process and device Also, the current in ttre deep region is assuned !o sFead with the
pArameter such as implantation dose and energy, temperaturc budget, identical spreading angle as iu tlre case of the extension region. This
sidewall thickness and salicide thickness. There are nany papers on assumption is conformed by 2-D sinulation (Fig. l). Thi silicide_
the modeling of the series rc,sistance. Howevet most of them did Dot diftrsion contact resistanc;, IGsd is defined as the lesistance
c.onsider the extremely short chaDnel structure [2]. between the silicide contact and';iie difrrsion layer uDderneath the

-In 
this work' we have developcd ao acturale new model that silicicle layer. It stroryly depe|ds on sitcide thickness and the

can describe's a shallower SDEjunction stucture with higb€r doping doping concentration oi ieeplunction regon, beaause the sperific
cotrcent ation, relatively er arged sidewal length, silicide-difrrsion coltact resistivity is delcqDied by the active dopant concentration
contact system, and high-K dielechic sidewall. lVith the proposed at the Si/Silicide i €rface. The model includes these effects with
model, we caD analyze the impact of the dovice paramcters on the vertical Gaussian doping profile.
series resistance as well as accuale resistance estirnation.

lll. lmplementation in below 100nm MOSFET
In order to verify and calibrate the proposed model, the process

and device simulations were performed for various NMOSFETs
with < 100 nm channel length. The input and output device
parameters are shown in Thble 1. The modeling results of total
source series resistances with gate biases are in good agreement with
simulation results except for the low gate bias (Fig. 3). The higher
resistance of the simulation in low gate bias may be attributed to the
appearance of a potential banier in the overlap region due to the
weak accumulation. The accumulation and spreading resistances in
the overlap region are sensitive to the gate bias. Ru.1 and Rrc2 are
decreases with gate biases as expected, while Rro,ou is slightly
increases due to the decrease of the channel thickness, T. (Fig. a).

The proposed model can explain the relative contributions of
each resistance components to the total series resistance as device is
scaled down.(Fig. 5) It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5 that the
silicide-diffrrsion contact resistance becomes dominant component
which determines the total series resistance for future technology.
From the sensitivity analysis of series resistance for the process
parameters resulted from the proposed model, the small variations of
the sidewall length and maximum doping concentration in the deep
junction region considerably affect the series resistance variation
(Fie.6).

lV. Conclusion
A new model to calculate series resistance component

accurately in the deep submicron MOSFET is presented. The model
considers Gaussian difftrsion profiles to minimize discrepancy with
real profrles and current spreading angles changed by depletion
width variations and is well suited for analyzing the characteristics
of below 100nm MOSFETs such as the shallow junction, heavily
doped SDE and deep region, silicide-diffusion contact, and high-r
sidewall material. The modeling results indicate that silicide-
diffusion contact resistance may be a major resistance component
for future technology and the sidewall thickness and the doping
concentration in the deep junction region are the most sensitive
process parameters,
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ll. Modeling
The current density contours using SILVACO simulation tools

show the depletion width in the SDE junction is relatively enlarged
owing to shallower junction depth in deep submicron MOSFET and
the surface channel current flows through the accumulation layer
spreads out into the SDE and deep junction region along the
depletion region boundary (Fig. l). The series resistance can be
divided into the four components. Overlap resistance (Rou);
extension resistance (RoJ; deep resistance (R6o); and silicide-
diffrrsion contact resistance (&o.J. Each resistance component
consists of the parallel or series combinations of sub-resistance
components according to the carrier conduction path (Fig.2 (a) and
(b)). In the regime below l00nm channel length, the doping
concentrations in the SDE and deep region are relatively higher
(between 1018 cm-3 and l02r cm-3). iherfore, the general empiricat
bulk mobility that covers for whole doping range was used in the
modeling [3].

Since the current spreading takes place due to the unavoidable
doping gradient and increased conduction paths, the doping gradient
is very important for accurate calculation in the gate to SDE overlap
region. Most of the resistance modeling assume the doping profile of
the overlap region as a exponential function for simplicity [2].
However, the exponential doping profile is applicable only near the
vicinity of the metallurgical junction, and it may produce significant
errors far away from the junction.

In our model, Gaussian doping gradient is assumed in the
overlap region where current accumulation and spreading occur. The
overlap resistance is modeled by the series and parallel combination
of Rr.1, Rus2, and Rro,ou (Fig. 2). The current spreading starts at the
end of the depletion region, W.*,. as can be seen in the simulation
(Fig. 1). The depletion region widths, Wou, Wexr, and W6n can be
found from the iterative solution with the simplified expression of
the diffrrsion profile having exponential slope that is governed only
near the vicinity of the junction. They also determine the cunent
spreading angles. The surface region of the extension and deep
region can be modulated by the fringing field from the gate edge,
which would be effective for the deep submicron device with use of
the high-r dielectric sidewall. In this model, fringing resistances in
the extension and deep region is derived with fringing capacitance
which is obtained through conformal transformation [4]. The surface
resistance in the extension region is easily obtained assuming
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Fig. I The contours of current density-on the triode region of 70nm
NMOSFET where the contour of minimum current density is nearly zero

and the increment is 1x105 A/cm2.
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Fig. 4 Extracted resistance components of 70nm NMOSFET in the overlap

region by using proposed model
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Fig. 5 Relative contributions of each resistance components to the total

series resistance in below 100nm MOSFET regime calculated by proposed

model.
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity analysis of series resistance for the process and device
parameter.
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Fig. 2 (a) schematic representation for use in modeling of series resistance

structure and (b) a equivalent circuits.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the series resistances with gate biases between
proposed model and simulation results.

Table 1. The Input device paftImeters used in this model and calculated from proposed model.

Input
parauEter

tc

Vpp

tvl
To*

lnml
I**
lnml

Lr
lnml

ldp
lnml

\.*,
lnml

4ue
lnml

Nmu,cxt

lcm3l
N.u.dp

lcrn']

5Onm 0.5 1.5 40 9.0 32 26 66 4.0x10" 3.2x10'"

7Onm o.7 2.0 60 r0.2 49.7 29 70 3.5x10" 2.8xl0'"
100nm 1.0 2.O 100 20.0 55. I 32 94 5.0x10 1.8x1ff"

Output
paranrercr

14

Tq

lnml
N""

[ctnt]
ct1

[degree]

A2

ldegreel

Wo"

lnml
Wext

lnml
wdp

lnml
P"

IOcm2]

5Onm 4.44 7.15x10" 72.9 28.2 4.2 6.0 1.8 3.7x10-o

7Onm 4.36 756x10" I J.J 25.4 4.7 6.4 1.5 4.4x10-o

lfi)nm 3.99 l.lx10" 56.5 9.69 6.7 8.0 0.36 9.0x10-o
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